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of songwriters based on their comments:
Vladimir Vysotsky Master of poetry, ballad,

poet, singer, actor, songwriter, actor in
cinema, director. "Vysotsky's songs, like the
songs themselves, are made with hands and

heart, and not on a computer. About chanson,
yes, whine, well, I donâ€™t know anything

about Ukraine on the topic. Here I am writing
about it, and you are talking about chanson.
Couplets with the words "Chanson is a Bard
who, in order to earn money, simply collects
money from those in need - that's all he does.
CHANSON, a chansonnier is a person who
speaks and sings about life and love, but at
the same time, as a rule, has nothing to do

with penitentiary law. Vladimir
SHANKOVSKY - Vladimir Semenovich

Vysotsky. Viktor BILIBOV - Viktor
Yakovlevich Bilibov. Chanson is a French
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word, the literal translation from French is
"songs". Chanson - songs in the French

chanson genre, which is considered one of
the most popular in Russia. For a night, for a
day, for a year, for two, Chanson penetrates
into the life of each of us, finding in each of

us his own voice, as the most ideal instrument
for expressing any feeling. This is a story

about black and white photography, which
became popular at a time when no one had
the right to take it. Like many similar films,
this one is also about love. Love lyrics in the

style of chanson (Russian chanson), a song by
Vladimir Vysotsky and Marina Vlady "About

Love", the author of the music of which is
Charles Aznavour, and the words are

Vladimir Vysotsky. Year of creation: 1990
Genre: history, poetry Country: France,

France Translation: Not required Director:
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